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Abstract

In 1730, Flemish Bishop Jean Baptiste Ludovico de Castillion (1680-1753)
produced a collection of French-style guitar music entitled Recueil des pieces de
guitarre composées par Mr. François Le Cocq (B-Bc MS S 5615). Significantly,
this text (alongside an abridged copy of the manuscript by Castillion) is the largest
surviving source of compositions formally attributed to François Le Cocq (fl. 16851729) who was guitarist at the Chapel Royal in Brussels.
This project investigates Castillion’s manuscript of 1730. Specifically,
compositions of François Le Cocq are examined to appraise practical implications
for performance on the 5-couse guitar. Music by Le Cocq and his contemporaries is
considered to evaluate stylistic trends of late seventeenth-century French-style guitar
composition. Through this research and practical testing, ambiguities evident in
Castillion’s manuscript are evaluated, leading to an informed interpretation of
François Le Cocq’s music for the 5-course guitar.
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1 Introduction
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the 5-course guitar was played
in a strummed style for the accompaniment of song and dance in Spain and Italy.1
In the early decades of the century, solo Italian guitar playing developed into the
‘mixed-style’ utilizing both strumming and plucking guitar techniques. In the hands
of musicians such as Francesco Corbetta (1615-1681) of Italy, Santiago de Murcia
(c.1682-c.1740) of Spain, and Robert De Visée (1650-1725) of France, the 5-course
guitar became a popular instrument of European royal courts and chapels in the latter
half of the seventeenth century and the early eighteenth century.
Three differentiable styles of guitar playing and composition emerged from
Spain, Italy, and France. The approaches of each style interwove as the popularity
of the guitar spread throughout Europe. The guitar music of late seventeenth-century
France was fashioned on dance music popular amongst the nobility of the time.2
Italian composer Francesco Corbetta is noted as having significant influence on the
refinement of guitar music in France. His style was advanced by Robert de Visée,
who was one of the most significant French guitarists, and a musician at the court of

1

Lex Eisenhardt, Italian Guitar Music of the Seventeenth Century: Battuto and Pizzicato
(Woodbridge: Boydell and Brewer, 2015), 15.
http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/stable/10.7722/j.ctt18kr6md.
2
Michael D. Murphy, "Elements of Style in French Baroque Guitar Music: A Survey of the
Printed Sources 1663-1705, with Transcriptions and Analyses of Selected Works" (DMA diss.,
Shenandoah University, 2006), 1.
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Louis XIV.3 It is in the compositions of these two guitarists that the mixed-style
(composition) achieved its greatest refinement, and their influence on Flemish
guitarist François Le Cocq (fl. 1685-1729) is evident. Le Cocq was retired at the
time he that entrusted his friend Jean Baptiste Ludovico de Castillion (1680-1753)
with autographed copies of his compositions in 1729. The following year Castillion,
who was an amateur guitarist and Flemish cleric, created an unpublished manuscript
entitled Recueil des pièces de guitarre composées par Mr. François Le Cocq in
Ghent, Belgium.4 Assuming Le Cocq was active in the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, his works, which are presented in the first half of Castillion’s
manuscript, are of great interest being some of the last guitar compositions
emanating from the Baroque era. Le Cocq’s compositions are also found in an
abridged copy of the aforementioned manuscript by Castillion (B-Br MS II.5551.
D). Select compositions by Le Cocq are also included in Santiago de Murcia’s
Passacalles y obras (1732). However, only Castillion’s Recueil des pièces will be
examined in this document. The second half of this manuscript, entitled Recueil des
pièces de guitarre de meilleurs maitres du siecle dixseptieme, contains compositions
from a selection of the most noteworthy guitarists of the seventeenth century,

3

Richard T. Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta and the Baroque Guitar, Vol. 1 (Ann Arbor, Michigan:
UMI Research Press, 1980), 197.
4
Jean Baptiste Ludovico de Castillion, Recueil des pièces de guitarre composées par Mr.
François Le Cocq, (Ghent, 1730). Bibliothéque du Conservatoire Royal de Musique (B-Bc MS S
5615). Facs. edn.: Brussels: Editions Culture et Civilisation, 1979.
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including Corbetta and De Visée. This suggests that, like Castillion, Le Cocq would
have been familiar with the existing trends of guitar music in France, Italy, and
Spain. The use of French dance forms and the mixed-style composition typical of
the late seventeenth century help to categorize Le Cocq as a composer and guitarist
of the French style.
Le Cocq’s music is written in French guitar tablature which uses the letters of
the alphabet to indicate the notes on the fretboard to be played. The five horizontal
lines represent each course (a pair of strings usually tuned in unison) of the
instrument. Tablature is a fingering system which indicates where notes are to be
played on the instrument. French tablature differs from the Italian style (which was
also used in Spain) by representing the first course with the top line of tablature.5
French tablature does not incorporate the alfabeto chord system within tablature,
which is used in Italian tablature alongside the numerical representation of notes on
the fretboard. However, alfabeto chord systems are included in both French and
Italian tablatures in Castillion’s manuscript. Both tablature systems present
ambiguities in face-value examination by modern performers. For example, the
expected duration of notes is difficult to determine at times. However, select
composers indicate when to sustain certain notes with a slur-like marking. Another

5

James Tyler, The Early Guitar: A History and Handbook (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1980), 65.
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example of ambiguity is the left- and right-hand fingerings required for the music.
Each composer notates fingering to varying degrees (Le Cocq’s music is presented
with almost no indications), unlike the standardized practices of fingering
indications in modern classical guitar music.
Unique to 5-course guitar music, among lute-style instruments of the era, is
the notated practice of strumming chords. This originates from the popular style of
guitar playing in early seventeenth-century Italy. In this period, strumming
ornaments were highly developed and unfortunately, interpreters today must rely on
written explanations of the ornaments because the exact features of these practices
were mostly un-notated. The use of strumming in mixed-style French music lacks
the more flamboyant Italian variations of earlier decades. An exception to this is the
unique examples of the repicco (strumming ornament), which appears in music by
Corbetta and Le Cocq in the late seventeenth century. I have considered the historical
evidence alongside practical examination on the instrument to aid my interpretation
of strumming in the music of François Le Cocq.
A good example of a largely un-notated practice in guitar music of the late
seventeenth century is harpegé (arpeggio). The practice requires the arpeggiation of
select chords, and is only notated in a few pieces within Castillion’s manuscript.
Taking into account the notated examples, I suggest areas where this practice may
be applied in unspecified sections of Le Cocq’s music.

4

It is evident that Le Cocq’s music contains some ambiguities and errors.
Because it is unknown whether Le Cocq or Castillion is responsible for these, I will
hold Castillion, the creator of the manuscript, accountable for the purposes of
evaluation in this thesis. Particularly, in Folies d’Espagne, Castillion’s shorthand
system of writing repeated musical ideas and/or bars is unclear and at times
incorrect. Problems also occur when applying Castillion’s ornament instructions to
Le Cocq’s music. Acknowledging the lack of consistency in the use of ornament
symbols within guitar music, I suggest that Castillion’s table of symbols in the
introductory material of his manuscript is incorrect. Through examination of the
musical traits and guitar-specific practices of the era, I include suggestions as to the
possible clarification of such uncertainties.
François Le Cocq’s compositions are significant within the body of music for
the 5-course guitar. The music is of high artistic merit in the French style, and my
analysis of his compositions builds knowledge regarding the seventeenth-century
guitar style. This thesis aims to highlight the practices necessary for an effective and
historically appropriate interpretation of Le Cocq’s works. Importantly,
consideration of performing practice evidence and its practical application has
allowed me to put forth solutions to the ambiguities that present themselves in Le
Cocq’s music. As a trained classical guitarist, investigation into the performance
practices of Baroque-era guitarists on a period-style instrument has been insightful

5

and rewarding. After a longstanding desire to appraise Le Cocq’s music
appropriately, I was fortunate enough to transition to this research project and begin
working with a 5-course guitar whilst at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music. In
the process of working on my interpretation of Le Cocq’s music, I have considered
relevant historical and contemporary information alongside the affordances of the
instrument itself. A lecture-recital and accompanying critical notes forms the
creative work component of this thesis which demonstrates the key points presented
here.

1.1 Terms and Symbols
Bridge - the point at which the strings are fastened on the guitar soundboard.
Course - a pair of strings, usually tuned in unison, which are played at the same
time.
p - deriving from pouce/pollice/pulgar (Fr., Itl., Es., translations of thumb)
signifying the use of the right-hand thumb for plucking or strumming.
Rose - circular decoration near the upper centre of the guitar/lute soundboard.
Re-entrant tuning - an order of strings which do not sequentially rise in pitch.
Repicco - A strumming pattern of four beats, with specific right-hand fingering for
each strum.
Soundboard - the top surface of the body of the guitar/lute over which the strings
vibrate.
6

x - an ornament symbol used in 5-course guitar tablature indicating either a trill
(tremblement) or mordent (martellement).
, - an ornament symbol used in 5-course guitar tablature indicating either a trill
(tremblement) or mordent (martellement).
- signifying an upper-note trill in modern notation of 5-course guitar music.
- signifying a lower-note mordent in modern notation of 5-course guitar
music.

- signifying an upward guitar strum in standard musical notation.
- signifying a downward guitar strum in standard musical notation.

1.2 Research Questions
The following questions will be the subject of exploration in this thesis:
1) What are François Le Cocq’s compositional traits, and to what extent does his
music reflect stylistic trends of late seventeenth-century French guitar music?
2) What performance practices are appropriate for an informed interpretation of
François Le Cocq’s guitar music?
3) How does an appraisal of errors in Castillion's manuscript influence the
interpretation of François Le Cocq’s music?

7

2 Literature Review
A detailed history of the 5-course guitar in the early seventeenth century is
provided in Lex Eisenhardt’s Italian Guitar Music of the Seventeenth Century
(2015). Eisenhardt asserts that the plucked style of the lute and vihuela was not used
by 5-course guitar players until the 1630s.6 Alfabeto is the notational system used
for guitar music in the early seventeenth century. The system assigns left-hand chord
shapes to different letters of the alphabet (not signifying the harmonic qualities of
the chord) which are to be strummed, making playing the guitar simple for
amateurs.7
By the 1630s Italian guitarists began to combine the lutenists’ plucked style
with the well-developed strummed style of alfabeto.8 The music of this style was
written in guitar tablature, and is known today as the mixed-style. Eisenhardt’s indepth examination of key figures in developing the mixed-style of the 5-course
guitar is vital to my research. Italian guitar masters took their style of playing to
Spain and France in the mid-seventeenth century. Importantly, Francesco Corbetta’s
book Varii scherzi di sonate per la chitara spagnola, Libro quarto9 was published

6

Eisenhardt, Italian Guitar Music, 2.
Eisenhardt, Italian Guitar Music, 1.
8
Eisenhardt, Italian Guitar Music, 31.
9
Francesco Corbetta, Varii scherzi di sonate per la chitara spagnola, Libro quarto (Brussels,
1648). Facs. edn.: Florence: Studio Per Edizioni Scelte, 1983.
7
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in Brussels in 1648. This demonstrates that the new mixed-style of composition was
known in the Low Countries by the middle of the century.
Important to this research is Michael Murphy’s 2006 dissertation Elements of
Style in French Baroque Guitar Music.10 Murphy provides a summary of seven key
guitarists who published guitar music in seventeenth-century France. Alongside
musical analyses of French guitar music, Murphy examines differences in French
guitar tablature and the symbols used by individual composers.
Robert Donington’s Baroque Music: Style and Performance (1982)11 collates
important information on performance practices from composers and musical
theorists. Although no information regarding guitar or lute performance is provided,
the musical practices of other instrumentalists can (at times) be applicable to guitar
music of the Baroque era. Donington documents general musical information from
the era regarding tempo, dynamics, ornaments, and notes inégal.
James Tyler is an important authority on the development of the guitar from
the Renaissance to the nineteenth century. The Guitar and Its Music (2002) coauthored by Tyler and Paul Sparks provides in-depth historical information about
composers and the development of the instrument. Tyler’s The Early Guitar (1980)
summarizes the performance practices used by 5-course guitar players. Additionally,

10

Murphy, "Elements of Style."
Robert Donington, Baroque Music: Style and Performance (New York: W.W. Norton &
Company Inc., 1982).
11

9

Tyler’s A Guide to Playing Baroque Guitar (2011) is an anthology of 5-course guitar
music, re-written in tablature and transcribed into modern notation. It is notable that
that Tyler offers solutions to ambiguities in François Le Cocq’s Folies d’Espagne
through a transcription of the work.
Richard Pinnell’s Francesco Corbetta and the Baroque Guitar (1980)12,
provides important biographical and musical information about Francesco Corbetta
who is arguably the most influential of guitarists during the seventeenth century.
Volume one examines the evolution of the 5-course guitar style amongst Italian,
Spanish, and French composers using Corbetta’s publications as important markers
of change. Volume two provides the transcriptions in modern notation of Corbetta’s
surviving compositions.
During the late twentieth century, much academic attention focused on the
music of Spanish 5-course guitarists. A thesis by Elena M. Lowenfeld in 1975
examines Santiago de Murcia’s Resumen de acompañar la parte con la guitarre
(1714). Lowenfeld provides useful information on the guitar’s use in Spain during
the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. Lowenfeld observes that Murcia was
influenced by the music of Italian and French courts.13 Murcia’s Passacalles y obras
(1732) was written just two years after Castillion’s manuscript was produced, and is

12

Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta.
Elena M. Lowenfeld, "Santiago De Murcia's Thorough-Bass Treatise for the Baroque Guitar
(1714)" (MA diss., City University of New York City College, 1975), 43.
13
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considered to contain the last of the significant compositions from the 5-course
guitars’ epoch. In her article, Santiago de Murcia (1983), Monica Hall mentions that
compositions attributed to Le Cocq are identified, reworked in Murcia’s 1732
book.14 Although significant, it is not my intention to comment on or further examine
the circumstances related to Murcia’s suspected plagiarism of Le Cocq’s music, or
vice versa. Monica Hall provides a translation of and brief commentary on the
prefatory material in Castillion’s manuscript on The Lute Society (Britain) website.15
Her translations are extremely useful for this research.
Robin Rolfhamre’s Informed Play (2018) examines historical and modern
evidence about the tone production and technical performance practices of guitarists
and lutenists from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries.16 This detailed
investigation is valuable for modern performers in understanding the physical
approach to playing historical instruments.

14

Monica Hall, “Santiago de Murcia,” Early Music Journal 11, no.1 (January 1983): 145,
accessed 7 June 2017, http://www.jstor.org.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/stable/3137538.
15
Castillion, Recueil des pièces; trans. Monica Hall, Introduction to François Le Cocq, accessed
1 July 2017, https://www.lutesociety.org/pages/francois-le-cocq.
16
Robin Rolfhamre, Informed Play: Approaching a Concept and Biology of Tone Production on
Early Modern Lute Instruments (Norway, Oslo: Nordic Open Access Scholarly Publishing,
2018), accessed 21 September 2018,
https://press.nordicopenaccess.no/index.php/noasp/catalog/book/38.
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3 Methodology
This thesis uses the model of practice-based research that is typical amongst
practitioners and researchers in the Historically Informed Performance (HIP) field.
My objective is to use information from primary and secondary sources to influence
interpretation and performance of music by François Le Cocq. Practical application
of musical and technical practices for 5-course guitar playing is vital in evaluating
Le Cocq’s compositions. Accordingly, the research requires three steps:
1) Investigation of music written for the 5-course guitar in the Baroque era, and
examination of written information regarding performance practices of guitar
playing.
2) Practical testing of information related to musical practices and guitar technique.
Identification of errors and ambiguities in Castillion’s manuscript containing the
music of François Le Cocq.
3) Forming of conclusions regarding 5-course guitar performance practices which
are necessary for the effective performance of music by François Le Cocq. Asserting
informed explanations and solutions to errors in the manuscript.

12

3.1 Transcription Details
Due to the semi re-entrant tuning (see chapter 5.1) of the 5-course guitar,
issues arise when transcribing 5-course guitar music from the original tablature to
modern notation. The notes played on the fifth and fourth courses must be signified
to show the appropriate fingering on the fretboard, and to demonstrate the correct
pitch of the notes. In my estimation, an effective method of transcription is used by
Michael Murphy in his previously mentioned dissertation. I have used his model for
my own transcriptions of extracts from Le Cocq’s music. Similar to modern classical
guitar notation, the transcriptions use the treble clef, sounding an octave lower than
written. To navigate the issues of semi re-entrant tuning, notes played on the fifth
course are written an octave lower than the actual pitch of the string, and are signified
using triangular note heads. This allows the reader to distinguish between notes
played on the fifth course, and the same notes that are possible on the third and fourth
courses. Similarly, the notes written on the fourth course are written at the pitch of
the lower-octave bourdon string using diamond-shaped note heads. Here, the note
will sound at both the pitch of the note written and the upper octave. Using Murphy’s
model, downward strums are signified with an upward arrow, and upward strums
are signified with a downward arrow. In modern notation, the direction of the arrows
demonstrates the order of the notes sounded as a result of the direction of the strum.
All unreferenced transcriptions are my own.
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4 Music for the 5-Course Guitar
In this chapter, the development of guitar playing and notation during the
seventeenth century is explored. François Le Cocq’s music is identified as French in
style, and the information presented in Castillion’s manuscript is examined.

4.1 Alfabeto and Mixed-style
The 5-course guitar developed from the 4-course guitar in sixteenth-century
Spain.17 Unlike the plucked style of music written for the 4-course guitar and the
vihuela, the early seventeenth-century 5-course guitar was played in a strummed
style for accompaniment.18 At this time, Italian guitar music was written using the
alfabeto system which ascribes chords to different letters of the Italian alphabet.19
Alfabeto notation was refined in the early seventeenth century by a few key
composers. In 1606, Girolamo Montesardo (fl. 1606-c.1620) published Nuova
inventione d'intavolatura… an instructional book for the 5-course guitar containing
the earliest published solo music for the instrument in alfabeto.20 Significantly,

17

Tyler, The Early Guitar, 26.
Eisenhardt, Italian Guitar Music, 15.
19
Eisenhardt, Italian Guitar Music, 1.
20
Jeremy Sparks and James Tyler, The Guitar and Its Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002), 52.
18
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Montesardo notates the direction and rhythm of strummed chords. Here, the alfabeto
letters above the horizontal line represent an upward strum, while letters below the
line represent a downward strum (see Ex. 4.1.1). Lower-case alfabeto letters are
double the duration of upper-case letters.

Ex. 4.1.1. Passacaglia sopra l’A by Girolamo Montesardo.21

Foriano Pico’s (fl. 1608) Nuova scelta di sonate per la chitarra spagnola
(1608), further advanced Montesardo’s notation by using vertical lines above and
below the horizontal line to represent the direction of right-hand strums (see Ex.
4.1.2).22 Additionally, Benedetto Sanseverino (fl. 1620-1622) added mensural
notation to the alfabeto system in his 1620 publication Intavolatura facile delli
passacalle, ciaccone….23 24

21

Girolamo Montesardo, Nuova inventione d'intavolatura per sonare li balletti sopra la Chitarra
Spagniuola (Florence, 1606), 5.
22
Sparks and Tyler, The Guitar, 56.
23
Benedetto Sanseverino, Intavolatura facile delli passacalle, ciaccone… (Milan, 1620).
24
Sparks and Tyler, The Guitar, 58.
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Ex. 4.1.2. Ciaccona by Foriano Pico.25

Italian guitarist, Giovanni Paolo Foscarini (c.1600-1647) published Il primo,
seconda, e terzo libro della chitarra spagnola (c.1630). Here, certain pieces are
written completely in (lute) plucked style, while others mix lute-style with the
typical strummed-style of guitar music. Foscarini notates the music using Italian
tablature on five lines to represent plucked notes alongside alfabeto notation for
strummed chords. Foscarini’s pieces are the first known published examples of
mixed-style guitar tablature.26 Ex. 4.1.3 is an extract from a c.1632 edition of the
publication, which shows the mixed-style of notation.

25
26

Foriano Pico, Nuova scelta di sonate per la chitarra spagnola (Naples, 1608), 12.
Sparks and Tyler, The Guitar, 63.
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Ex. 4.1.3. Extract from Corrente by Giovanni Foscarini.27

François Le Cocq’s music is written in the mixed-style of composition typical
of the late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century guitar music of France.
Castillion presents Le Cocq’s music using the standard conventions of French guitar
tablature which were well-established by the time the manuscript was completed in
1730. Notable traits of French guitar tablature include the use of the French alphabet
to indicate the frets, the upper line represents the first string, no use of the alfabeto
chord system, and the rare inclusion of left-hand fingering indications. Ex. 4.1.4 is
an example of French tablature.

27

Giovanni Foscarini, I quattro libri della chitarra spagnola (Rome, c.1632), 36.
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Ex. 4.1.4. Menuet by François Le Cocq.28

4.2 The Guitar Suite
In early seventeenth-century Italian guitar books, passacailles in different
keys were presented alongside popular Spanish and Italian dances.29 By the 1640s
guitar composers began to group pieces of related key and content together in
publications, which was a practice first undertaken by select sixteenth-century
lutenists.30 Corbetta’s practice serves as a model; he groups pieces together by key
in his 1643 publication Varii capricci per la ghittara spagnola.31 Here, eight suites

28

Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 2.
Sparks and Tyler, The Guitar, 59.
30
Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta, 1, 71.
31
Francesco Corbetta, Varii capricci per la ghittara spagnola (Milan, 1643). Facs. edn.:
Florence: Studio Per Edizioni Scelte, 1980.
29
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are presented, each containing an almanda, corrente and sarabande.32 Subsequently
Corbetta’s book of 1648, Varii scherzi di sonate, extends the concept by presenting
five suites, each beginning with a prelud and almande followed by a varying
selection of sarabanda and corrente.33 Similarly, the composer Angelo Michele
Bartolotti (c.1615-1681) groups pieces together by key in his first book, Libro primo
di chitarra spagnola (1640).34 However, the pieces in his second book, Secondo
libro di chitarra (c.1655-6),35 are not grouped in suites, suggesting that the performer
may begin with a prelude and add pieces in the same key to create their own suite.36
Corbetta’s La guitarre royalle (1671), shows his assimilation of French
musical style after living in England and France.37 He uses French tablature unlike
his previous books in which he uses Italian tablature. Typical of French tablature,
alfabeto chord symbols are not used within the music. This is interesting because an
alfabeto chord chart in both Italian and French tablature is included at the beginning
of the publication. The suites in La guitarre royalle generally follow the format of
prelude, allemande, courante, sarabande, and gigue and/or passacaille.38 Corbetta

32

Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta, 1, 83.
Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta, 1, 98.
34
Angelo Michele, Bartolotti, Libro primo di chitarra spagnola (Florence, 1640). Facs. edn.:
Geneva: Minkoff Reprint, 1984.
35
Angelo Michele, Bartolotti, Secondo libro di chitarra (Rome, c.1655-6). Facs. edn.: Geneva:
Minkoff Reprint, 1984.
36
Sparks and Tyler, The Guitar, 70.
37
Sparks and Tyler, The Guitar,124.
38
Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta, 1, 159.
33
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also includes four menuets in the book, which is the first use of the dance form in
his publications.39 As with the lute music of his French contemporaries, the musical
material of the pieces within a suite are mostly cohesive.40 La guitarre royalle sets a
precedent stylistically for the development of guitar music in France.41 Except for a
few isolated pieces, dance movements within French guitar publications are usually
grouped by key to form a suite. French guitar music is unified by the use of short
phrases, French dance forms, idiomatic ornaments, and mixed-style of guitar
composition.42

4.3 The Music of François Le Cocq
François Le Cocq’s music can be categorized as French in style.43 Le Cocq
displays a unique character within French guitar style through his use of slurred pairs
of 3rds and 6ths, ornaments, and treatment of mixed-style composition.
Predominantly, the pieces are written in binary form, except the variation forms of
chacone, passacaille, and folia, and include a petite reprise of the final phrase. The
melodic material in Le Cocq’s music is modest, supported by simple harmonies,
devoid of the dissonances commonly found in Italian guitar music. Unlike similar

39

Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta, 1, 161.
Pinnell, Francesco Corbetta, 1, 157.
41
Murphy, "Elements of Style," 20.
42
Murphy, "Elements of Style," 1.
43
Sparks and Tyler, The Guitar, 130.
40
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late seventeenth-century guitar music by De Visée, Le Cocq’s short melodies
(usually two or four bars in length) are often repeated within sections.
Castillion’s manuscript presents Le Cocq’s pieces grouped by key. Mostly,
the musical ideas and characters within each key group are cohesive, which may
suggest that certain pieces are designed to be played together as a suite. However,
Castillion’s index of the pieces do not indicate grouping of movements by key as
was common in Italian guitar music of the seventeenth century. The first twentyone pieces in the manuscript are all in the key of A-minor (apart from a sarabande
in D-Major on pages four and five). Here, two sets of 1.er Passepied and 2.[ème]
Passepied may suggest that this large group of pieces is to be divided into separate
suites. Based on the coherence of the musical material within the preceding pieces,
the first A-minor group may end with the Passacaille on pages eight and nine.
Consequently, a second A-minor group may be found in pages ten to thirteen. The
groups which follow the A-minor set contain less pieces and may be intended by the
composer as cohesive suites. These often begin with an air or allemande, and contain
various French-style dance forms such as the menuet, gavotte, bourée, courante, and
sarabande, amongst others. A gigue usually ends the suite as per the conventions of
the era. However, there is no consistency as to the order of inner pieces of each suite,
which is typical of French guitar books of the late seventeenth century. For example,
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the various suites within De Visée’s books contain as few as three and as many as
thirteen pieces.
Unique to the music of Le Cocq is the relatively large quantity of airs; twentyfour in total. As mentioned, airs are often presented as the first piece of a key-group.
This is in contrast with guitar suites by other French-style composers, which
typically begin with a prelude. Amongst late seventeenth-century publications of
guitar music in France, there appear a relatively small quantity of airs. Interestingly,
many airs by Dutch guitarist Nicolas Derosier (fl. 1680-1700) are included in the
latter half of Castillion’s manuscript, suggesting a commonality with Le Cocq both
being guitarists from the Low Countries. There is in fact only one prelude written
by Le Cocq which begins the G-minor suite on page thirty-seven of Castillion’s
manuscript. It contains mostly plucked chords which may be suitable for
arpeggiation.
Interestingly, the final Gigue on page sixty-five of the D-major suite
modulates to D-minor for the final four bars. A suite in D-minor follows, which may
suggest that both suites may be played consecutively. Curiously, a Menuet in Dmajor is included on page sixty-three which was originally published in Robert de
Visée’s Livre de pièces pour la guittarre (1686). In Castillion’s manuscript the piece
is not attributed to De Visée. However, the piece suits the characters of the
surrounding pieces in the D-major suite by Le Cocq.
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Amongst the compositions by Le Cocq, some pieces appear in isolation,
unrelated to the key of the previous or forthcoming group of pieces. On page twentytwo La Vilanelle in A-minor, (the piece is an abridged version of a composition by
De Visée)44 is clearly not associated with the preceding group of pieces in E-minor,
or the following group in G-major. Similarly, an isolated Gigue in E-minor is
presented on page seventy-one following a group in D-minor.
Two further stand-alone pieces, Chacone in C-major and Folies d’Espagne in
D-minor conclude François Le Cocq’s section in the manuscript. These musical
forms were often included in publications by French guitarists, demonstrating the
Italian and Spanish associations with the instrument in the early seventeenth century.

4.4 Castillion’s Manuscript
The prefatory information included in Castillion’s Recueil des pièces contains
broad theoretical and technical details concerning music and guitar playing.
Publications of guitar music in the late seventeenth century usually contain a
dedication to a royal figure, a declaration about the purpose of the publication, and
an explanation of the symbols contained in the tablature. Castillion goes beyond the
formalities and structure typical of works published by his contemporaries. It seems
that Castillion was inspired to produce such a collection not only to preserve Le
44
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Cocq’s music but also to preserve the 5-course guitar musical tradition: “May it
please heaven that this book may fall into the hands of some amateur who may be
able to play from my efforts after my death. Made at Ghent during the course of the
year 1730.”45 Castillion introduces François Le Cocq as a master of the guitar who
is a retired musician of the Chapel Royal in Brussels:
The manner and turn of phrase which he gave to the pieces which he composed
in the style of the music of that period, showed such a high standard of
perfection that he was judged the most talented master to have appeared up to
that time.46

Italian guitarist Francesco Corbetta is acknowledged by Castillion as being
responsible for introducing the guitar to the Low Countries with his 1648 publication
in Brussels, Varii scherzi di sonate.47 As previously mentioned, compositions by
Corbetta are presented in the second half of the manuscript. Castillion also informs
us that the guitar was once popular with royalty, but the instrument had a declining
popularity since the death of Louis XIV, an aficionado of the guitar.48 The faltering
popularity of the guitar possibly gave Castillion impetus to preserve the music of Le
Cocq alongside information on musical practices of the era.
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Castillion’s information concerning the guitar set-up is typical of the era and
is used today in reconstructions of period-style 5-course guitars. In the section
‘Principes de la guitarre’, Castillion notes that a guitar must have ten tied frets on
the neck, but some guitars may have eleven. The strings are doubled (in courses),
however the first course (highest in pitch) is a single string: “This string is called
[the] chanterelle, because it sounds the most prominent in all the pieces, and because
in this way it seems all the time to be singing, and because one makes the most
ornaments on it.”49
The manuscript also provides information on the symbols unique to guitar
tablature, detailed information about the interpretation of time-signatures, and a list
of musical terms and definitions. Exploring the subtleties of musical performance,
Castillion mentions the application of notes inégal, and the practice of adding unnotated ornaments. These points will be examined in relation to the music of
François Le Cocq in the following chapters. In all, Castillion accomplishes an
overview of musical practices and guitar-specific techniques.
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5 Performance Practices
This chapter examines the stringing of the guitar which would be most
appropriate for the performance of music by François Le Cocq. Also, the playing
techniques used by seventeenth-century guitarists are evaluated alongside my
personal application of the evidence presented here. Strumming and ornament
practices are discussed in relation to Le Cocq’s music and Castillion’s table of
symbols is evaluated.

5.1 The Stringing of the 5-Course Guitar
There are three common ways in which the 5-course guitar was tuned. A bourdon
(lower-octave string) is used in two of the stringing methods.

Conventional (term devised by Monica Hall):50 Lower-octave bourdons on the
fourth and fifth courses.
First Course

Fifth Course

50

Monica Hall, "The Stringing of the 5-Course Guitar," 2012, accessed 21 August, 2017,
https://monicahall2.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/stringing2012.pdf.
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Re-entrant: No lower-octaves bourdons on the fourth and fifth courses. The lowest
pitched string is the third course.

Semi re-entrant: Lower octave bourdon on the fourth course.

The 5-course guitar gained popularity in France in the early seventeenth
century.51 Metodo mui facilissimo para aprender a tañer la guitarra a lo español by
the Spaniard Luis de Briçeño (dates unknown)52 was published in 1626 in Paris and
specifies re-entrant tuning.53 The music is written in French tablature without
markings to indicate strumming. However, it is apparent that the music was
conceived to be played in the strummed style due to the notated block chords.54 By
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the mid-seventeenth century, French guitarists adopted the mixed-style of Italy and
notated this by using French guitar tablature.55
The use of a bourdon on the fourth course (signifying semi re-entrant tuning)
first appears in French guitar publications from 1671. Corbetta states in La guitarre
royalle (1671): “I advise to put an octave in the fourth string D sol re, because the
two unisons do not compose any harmony at all.”56 Composer Antoine Carré (fl. late
seventeenth century) advises the use of a bourdon on the fourth course in the same
manner for continuo playing in Livre de guitarre (Paris, 1671).57 However, the
tuning chart at the beginning of his publication suggests re-entrant tuning for his solo
guitar compositions.58
In De Visée’s 1682 publication Livre de guittarre, the composer completes
the introductory advice with a reminder: “You must not forget the octave of the
fourth string because it is indispensable.”59 Similarly, Castillion states in the preface
to Recueil des pièces: “one must put an octave on the fourth course, it is absolutely
necessary.”60 Additionally, Castillion mentions that some guitarists also use a
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bourdon on the fifth course. Castillion admits that he personally follows this trend,
however, he does not specify the necessity of this stringing for the music presented
in the manuscript.61 Therefore, it seems most likely that a semi re-entrant tuning is
appropriate for the performance of François Le Cocq’s music.

5.2 Guitar Technique
When I began playing a period-style 5-course guitar, I applied the modern
classical guitar right-hand technique. However, I soon encountered two main
problems. The first was a lack of stability with my right hand when playing mixedstyle guitar compositions. The second was the limited resonance and poor tone that
I was able to produce on the instrument.
When plucking the strings with finger nails (common in modern classical
guitar playing), both strings of each course are ineffectively activated. Without
fingernails, both strings of the course can be plucked more successfully because of
the greater surface area of the fingertip. This approach was more common in lute
playing during the Renaissance and Baroque eras.62 Plucking a course with fingertips
requires a different movement compared to plucking a single string with fingernails.
Here, both strings of the course are pushed down towards the soundboard before
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releasing the finger from the string (into the palm).63 This method produces a greater
resonance.
To assist right-hand stability, the little finger can be placed on the soundboard
of the guitar. This technique was common in Renaissance lute technique, however
seventeenth-century guitar players had varying ideas on the use of the little finger.
Santiago de Murcia writes in the preface to his unpublished manuscript Cifras
selectas de guitarra (1722) that is it useful for the beginner to place the little finger
on the soundboard, however, the well-developed player does not need to support the
right hand in this way because it becomes impractical with the regular strumming
required in solo guitar music.64 In my experience, the placement of the little finger
on the soundboard does not inhibit the performance of mixed-style composition as
Murcia dramatically suggests, because the finger can easily be lifted off for
strumming. Through analysis of plucked-instrument players in the visual arts, Robin
Rolfhamre determines that strings were plucked close to the bridge during the
seventeenth century to produce a more powerful tone in order to be heard in
ensemble settings. This contrasts with the practices of Renaissance lute players who
played near the rose.65
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In Renaissance lute playing, the thumb-under technique was most common,
in which the thumb moves under the index finger when plucking. In this era, melodic
lines are plucked by alternating the thumb and index finger. However, in
seventeenth-century lute music the thumb-under technique became increasingly
impractical because more strings were added to plucked instruments, and a different
style of composition was established.66 Spanish guitarist Gasper Sanz (1640-1710)
holds that alternating the thumb and index finger to pluck the lower courses was
impractical and that the thumb alone could perform melodic lines on these courses.67
Similarly, Murcia states that the thumb is mostly used for the lower three courses,
and that the index and middle finger are used for the upper two courses.68 This idea
is supported by the fingering indications in the published guitar music of De Visée;
the index and middle fingers alternate when playing successive notes on the upper
two courses, and the thumb is used to pluck the lowest three courses. As the music
requires, the index and middle finger are occasionally used to perform notes on the
third course.
Ex. 5.2.1 reinforces the relevance of Murcia and De Visée’s right-hand
fingering practices in Le Cocq’s music. This example is a rare instance of right-hand
fingering indications within Castillion’s manuscript. Here, the ‘p’ markings indicate
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that the thumb is to be used for the fifth and third courses, and by deduction the index
and middle fingers play the first and second courses. The inclusion of thumb
indications here demonstrates that the thumb is not exclusively used for the third
course, but is required at this point for the optimum use of right-hand fingers in this
arpeggio pattern.

Ex. 5.2.1. Bars 17-18 (missing bar line before the second quaver symbol) from Gigue
by François Le Cocq.69

It is apparent to me that the thumb-under technique is not relevant in 5-course
guitar music if the thumb and index finger are not required to alternate. When
playing chords, placing the thumb outside the index finger allows for clearer threenote voicing because the thumb and middle finger do not physically inhibit each
other.
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Gasper Sanz advises that the ring finger may be used when playing a fournote chord.70 Here, using three fingers and the thumb simultaneously is more
effective when using the thumb-out position. The majority of plucked chords in Le
Cocq’s music contain no more than three notes, and therefore do not often call for
the use of the ring finger as suggested by Sanz.
The left-hand technique required for 5-course guitar playing is essentially the
same as used for modern classical guitar.71 Here, the thumb should be vertical in the
middle of the guitar’s neck, usually behind the second finger. Sanz writes: “[the
thumb] must not be fixed, but rather at the disposal of all the breezes of the sonata,
and you must incline the guitar, and hold it in the middle of the neck.”72 Guitar
tablature does not always specify the exact length of time that a note or notes should
be sustained. In French guitar music of the seventeenth century, some composers
indicate the sustaining of notes with a slur-like marking (see Ex. 5.2.2). Henry
Grenerin states in Livre de guitarre (1680): “you will notice that in order to play
[music] well … the sustained note is expressed with the sign which is a blending of
tones and a binding of harmonies.”73 Rolfhamre describes this practice as a “tenuto
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left-hand technique.”74 Similarly, Sanz advises that the left-hand fingers should be
held down in advance when descending from one fret to another.75 This creates a
legato effect which is preferable as opposed to sounding like a “woodpecker and
[making] a keyboard out of the guitar.”76

Ex. 5.2.2. Extract from table of symbols by Robert de Visée.77

5.3 Strumming
For scholars and performers today only small insights into the strumming
techniques of seventeenth-century guitarists exist. In mixed-style tablature
strummed chords are indicated using a mensural note (beside the fret indications)
within the tablature lines. A downward-strum is required if the direction of the stem
of the note is downward, whereas an upward-strum is required if the stem direction
is upward (see Ex. 5.3.1).
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Ex. 5.3.1. Bar 1 from Gavotte by François Le Cocq.78

Rhythm, accent, and timbre are important considerations for strumming in
solo guitar music. Choice of right-hand fingers, speed of the strum, and the
placement of the strum along the strings produce differing effects. In my experience,
using the middle finger near the bridge of the guitar can produce a percussive sound
for downward-strums. Whereas, using the index and middle fingers simultaneously
near the rose produces a rich and full-bodied tone which is the style preferred by De
Visée. Additionally, De Visée writes about a strumming technique in which the
fingers strum downward, slightly separately, which is followed by the thumb. In De
Visée’s publications, this is indicated with a slur marking under a chord, which can
also represent the use of the thumb alone if the duration of the chord is short.79
Although Castillion includes this same marking in his table of symbols (shown in
Ex. 5.3.2), this is rarely used in the music of Le Cocq. The composer more
commonly prescribes the thumb alone (using the p marking) next to downward
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strummed chords. This approach produces a soft yet rich sound and mostly occurs
at unaccented beats. For upward strums, De Visée suggests that the index and
middle fingers are used to strum the strings one after another for chords of longer
duration. Whereas for chords of shorter duration, only the first finger is used in a
quick manner.80

Ex. 5.3.2. Extract from table of symbols by Jean de Castillion.81

It is necessary to understand the function of strumming within the music of
François Le Cocq. The composer predominantly uses downward-strums on the main
beats of the bar and at the beginning of phrases, as shown in the first line of AirAllegro (see Ex. 5.3.3). Presumably, this is because downward-strums naturally
produce a stronger accent compared to upward-strums.

Ex. 5.3.3. Bars 1-6 from Air–Allegro by François Le Cocq.82
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A typical example of Le Cocq’s treatment of strumming at cadential points is
evident in 1.er Passepied on page four of Castillion’s manuscript (see Ex. 5.3.4).
Chord V with 4-3 suspension is strummed with a tremblement on the 5th degree of
the chord and is subsequently resolved by two plucked A notes. Martellement are
usually written for the tonic note of strummed chords.

Ex. 5.3.4. Bars 23-24 from 1.er Passepied by François Le Cocq.

Transcription

The two specialized techniques that are described in Italian guitar publications
in the early part of the century are the trillo and the repicco. The trillo is the action
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of successive downward- and upward-strums, which can be performed in a variety
of ways.83 A rule given by Foscarini is that two strums can be performed for every
single strum that is indicated. He also states that four strums can be used if a chord
is indicated on a longer beat.84
The repicco is a more sophisticated strumming ornament used by early
seventeenth-century Italian guitarists, and select composers of the French-style in
the latter part of the century (including François Le Cocq). Foriano Pico writes that
the repicco is a four-strum pattern which requires two downward-strums followed
by two upward-strums. Pico suggests using the middle finger for the first downwardstrum, followed by the thumb for the second strum, next an upward-strum with the
thumb, and the final strum is performed by the index finger which only engages the
first course.85
The repicco is described much latter in 1671 by Corbetta. He prescribes the
same directional pattern as Pico, however both the index and middle fingers are used
simultaneously on the first and fourth strums of the pattern. Unlike Pico’s
instructions, it appears that the final upward strum should engage all strings.86 In
reference to Caprice de chacone within his 1671 book, Corbetta describes an
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additional intricate variation of the repicco technique. This rapid strumming pattern
is required for a group of four demi-semiquavers and uses the index and middle
fingers separately.87 Both of Corbetta’s strumming patterns with right-hand
fingering are shown in Ex. 5.3.5; the groups of semiquavers show the standard
repicco, and the group of demi-semiquavers show Corbetta’s unique pattern.88

Ex. 5.3.5. Bar 32 from Caprice de chacone by Francesco Corbetta, transcribed by
Michael Murphy.89

Interestingly, Corbetta’s instructional details regarding strumming are not
matched in other French guitar publications of the late seventeenth century. The
Chacone and Folies d’espange by Le Cocq require the repicco technique and
Castillion does not include information regarding which fingers to use. Thus,
Corbetta’s fingerings for the standard repicco could be applied. Ex. 5.3.6 from Le
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Cocq’s Folies d’Espagne strongly suggests that the repicco is appropriate because
of the repeated four-strum semiquaver pattern. From my own application of these
two techniques, it is apparent that the repicco allows for a rapid strumming speed
which is unable to be matched by the trillo.

Ex. 5.3.6. Bars 1-3, Couplet 22 from Folies d’Espagne by François Le Cocq.90

5.4 Musical Practices
Within the Recueil des pièces, Castillion explains the treatment of timesignatures. Time-signatures specify the beats in each measure, and indicate
approximate tempo. A good example of this is Castillion’s description of trinaire
(notated with 3, as evident in Ex. 5.4.1): “the signature three, or simple triple
contains three crotchets or their equivalent in a measure. It is given to pieces with a
movement one time quicker than the preceding signature of three-two.”91 Castillion
states that performers must be aware of the qualities of each time-signature when
deciding on tempo. However, most importantly the rhythms written must be in
90
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proportion and tempo should be consistent throughout each piece.92 Interestingly,
the time-signatures two-four and three-four (which are standard in modern music)
are used by “new authors.”93 The ‘newer’ time-signatures are ultimately the same as
the increasingly antiquated comparatives binaire (indicated by 2) and trinaire, but
require a livelier tempo.94 Binaire and trinaire time-signatures are favored by guitar
composers of the late seventeenth century, and are indeed used by Le Cocq.
Castillion also discusses the concept of tactus; “the measure is the space of time
which is employed in raising and lowering the hand to convey the tempo
[mouvement] of the songs and the pieces.”95 Castillion provides diagrams of hand
movements for conducting the beats within a bar. An understanding of how
Baroque-era musicians considered tactus and time is necessary for informed
performance of Le Cocq’s music.
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Ex. 5.4.1. Trinaire time-signature: Bar 1 from Menuet by François Le Cocq.96

In French-style Baroque music, successive notes of the same value in stepwise movement are performed unequally; notes inégal. Usually the rule pertains to
quavers however, there are circumstances which requires inequality in crotchets and
semiquavers. For example, Castillion states that: “the semiquavers are unequal in
the measure of three-eight.”97 Whereas in a slow piece in triple time; “if many
crotchets are found in sequence, they are made unequal like the quavers.”98
Generally, the notes which fall on the beat are played longer and the notes off the
beat are shorter. The manner of lengthening and shortening successive notes is
variable, however the tempo and character of the piece determines the degree of
inequality. Bénigne de Bacilly (c.1625-1690) states that notes should be “dotted with
such restraint that it is not obvious.”99 Castillion suggests an alternative inequality:
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“In ordinary triple, 3, they are often unequal, above all in the airs for violin, where
the first ought to be nearly as long as if it were dotted.”100
Dynamic markings are seldom included in published books and manuscripts
of 5-course guitar music. This is a common occurrence across Baroque-era music,
however does not reflect the varied use of dynamics in performance during the
period. In the collection of music by Le Cocq’s, dynamic contrast is notated at a few
select points. Mostly, dynamics are written for repeated musical fragments. In Ex.
5.4.2 a fragment is notated forte, and when a repetition occurs immediately
afterwards piano is written.

Ex. 5.4.2. Bars 12-16 from 1st Rigadon by François Le Cocq.101

Whether these dynamics are to be played as an immediate contrast, or a
decrescendo from forte to piano is expected (as suggested by some musicians of the
era), is open to interpretation.102 Castillion discusses the use of echo in guitar
100
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performance, suggesting that the player may perform softly for repeated musical
ideas.103 The echo may also be appropriate in the petite reprise, which is a common
feature in Le Cocq’s music and French-style music of the era. In summary, based on
the written evidence and the principles educed from the few notated examples within
Castillion’s manuscript, it is appropriate to include dynamic contrasts at appropriate
points in Le Cocq’s music.

5.5 Ornamentation
The most common ornaments used in French guitar music are martellement
and tremblement. The former includes the use of a lower-note and has a similar
function to that of the mordent. The latter includes the use of an upper-note, and has
a similar function to that of the trill. Several of the clearest written instructions
regarding guitar ornaments appear in publications by French composers François
Campion (1686-1748) and Rémy Médard (fl. late seventeenth century), and Spanish
composer Gasper Sanz.
Campion explains the procedure of performing martellement in Nouvelles
découvertes sur la guitarre (1705): “Martellement is done by drawing the finger
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back over the string and putting it back down quickly.”104 Similarly, Médard
explains this ornament in Pièces de guitarre (1676): “It is produced by pulling the
string once as if you wanted a trembler and also pressing it with the same finger.”105
These examples inform us that the martellement is a three-note ornament which
begins on the written note. Following this, the fretted left-hand finger must slur
downward (tirade) to produce a note a semi-tone or tone below, and must then slur
upward (cheute) to produce the original note. An explanation of the mordent by Sanz
in Instruccion de musica (1674) is consistent with his French (and Italian)
contemporaries: “The mordent stays on the same fret as it is trilled, and cuts off the
string there, for since it ‘bites’ it, the Italian’s appropriately call ‘mordent’ that way
of playing a string.”106
The tremblement is an ornament which also requires the use of left-hand
fingers to produce various notes by slurring, however the treatment differs from that
of the martellement. Médard states that: “the tremblement is done by taking the
finger of the same string several times with the left hand with speed.”107 Sanz alludes
to the similar use of the upper note when performing the trill; “the voice of the trill
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does not come to rest where you trill it, but half a step [higher].”108 Typically, in
French music the tremblement begins on the upper note and ends on the written note.
French music theorist Sébastien de Brossard (1655-1730) writes in 1703: “one starts
on the higher, and one finishes on the lower.”109 In guitar music this ornament is
produced by first plucking the upper note, followed by repetitive downward- and
upward-slurs using the fingers of the left hand. No notes are re-plucked with the
right hand following the initial plucked note. The number of notes required for a
tremblement depends on the value of the note written and the tempo of the piece.
Jacques Martin Hotteterre (1674-1763) states in Principes de la flute traversière
(1707) that: “the number of repercussions is solely governed by the length of the
note” and it is also important to understand that “trills or shakes are not always
marked in musical pieces.”110 It is useful to look at the practices of musicians who
were active in the decades following the production of Castillion’s manuscript. In
1752, Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773) writes of ornaments: “in sad pieces the
trills are made slowly; but in gay pieces they ought to be made more quickly.”111
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Together, this information provides important guidelines and it is clear to understand
that the manner of playing ornaments should reflect the character of the piece.
Castillion suggests that the highly-developed musician is expected to
ornament the melodic line beyond the notated ornaments. He also suggests the use
of upward- and downward-slurs in approaching and leaving important melodic
notes.113 There exists no written-out examples of improvisatory-style ornamentation
in guitar music of this period. However, as Donington suggests for performance of
Baroque music, the documented practices of vocal and instrumental musicians are
useful to consider.114 Note separation of aligned melodic and bass notes, and vibrato
(miolemens or plaintes) are further ornaments which are not regularly notated in 5course guitar music. However, these are included in most symbol tables such as
Castillion’s, suggesting the practices were common features of guitar performance
(see Ex. 5.5.1) The addition of extra ornaments such as these was seemingly
considered an individual practice at the players’ discretion, and therefore generally
un-notated.
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Ex. 5.5.1. Extract from table of symbols by Castillion.115
Vibrato

Note Separation

Corbetta provides a page of written-out ornaments in La guitarre royalle. This
is an important tabulated table that shows the ornament signs and their suggested
execution. Significantly, Corbetta writes: “As it is not possible to make the trill
below a quaver or a semiquaver, you will see how you ought to divide it in two
letters together under a semiquaver both in plucking and in strumming.”116 Thus, the
length of the written note dictates the treatment of the ornament. Corbetta notates a
tremblement written for a quaver as a two-note ornament (effectively a descending
appoggiatura), shown in Ex. 5.5.2. This begins from the upper note and ends on the
written note. In the instance of a tremblement marked on a crotchet-length note, a
four-note ornament would seem appropriate.
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Ex. 5.5.2. Extract from ornament examples by Francesco Corbetta.117
Tremblement symbol (x)

Application of the tremblement

Corbetta’s table also demonstrates the treatment of martellement written for
strummed chords (symbolized with a slur marking). Here, this ornament requires
four notes or two notes, both beginning on the lower-note and ending on the written
note, (see Ex. 5.5.3). The two-note martellement is essentially an ascending
appoggiatura. Both examples are written for a crotchet-length chord, which suggests
that both types are interchangeable. Corbetta’s depiction of two- and four-note
martellement contrasts with the more typical three-note ornament as discussed by
Campion, Médard, and Sanz. Due to the significance of Corbetta’s publication and
his influence on French guitar musical style, I suggest that all three variations of the
martellement are appropriate for late seventeenth-century French guitar music, no
less for the music of François Le Cocq.
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Ex. 5.5.3. Extract from ornament examples by Francesco Corbetta.118
Martellement

Application

Martellement

Application

5.6 Castillion’s Table of Symbols
Symbol tables are often included in late seventeenth-century publications of guitar
music to specify the markings used for specific ornaments and playing techniques.
The ornament symbols provided by Castillion in Recueil des pièces de guitarre
composées par Mr. François Le Cocq (1730) share significant similarities with the
tables in publications by De Visée and Derosier (see Examples 5.6.1-5.6.3). Given
that De Visée and Derosier are both mentioned in Castillion’s preface and the
manuscript in question contains their compositions, it is safe to assume that
Castillion was thoroughly familiar with the works of these composers and would
have had access to their publications. Consistently, Castillion, De Visée, and
Derosier all prescribe “ , ” to indicate a tremblement and “ x ” to indicate a
martellement. However, problems occur when applying these ornament symbols to
the music of Le Cocq.
118
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Ex. 5.6.1. Extract from table of symbols by Castillion.119

Ex. 5.6.2. Extract from table of symbols by Robert de Visée.120

Ex. 5.6.3. Extract from table of symbols by Nicolas Derosier.121
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In bar 4 of Air – Allegro by Le Cocq “ x ” is indicated above a tabulated ‘a’
of the first course (see Ex. 5.6.4). Performing a martellement on this note, as
specified by Castillion’s table, is impossible due to the ‘a’ symbolizing an open
course (unfretted note). The open course is the lowest pitched note possible on any
course. At this point, a tremblement (which requires an upper note) is more
appropriate because it is possible to execute from an open course. This example is
the first of many in the manuscript which raises doubt as to whether Castillion’s
ornament table is suitable for the notated ornaments in the music of François Le
Cocq.

Ex. 5.6.4. Bar 4 from Air - Allegro by François Le Cocq.122

The second clue to the errors of Castillion’s ornament table occurs in bar 35
of the same piece (see Ex. 5.6.5). Here, “ x ” is indicated for a tabulated ‘d’ on the
second course. Directly above the “ x ” symbol, an ‘f’ is written which indicates an
E on the fifth fret of the same course. Here, Castillion clearly specifies that the
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ornament requires the use of a tone above the tabulated note. This example supports
my theory that “ x ” should represent a tremblement, rather than a martellement. The
practice of signifying the upper note of a tremblement is common across late
seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century music for the 5-course guitar. In music of
the French style, composers such as Campion and Corbetta indicate the upper note
of a tremblement in the same manner as Castillion. In Spanish publications, which
use Italian numerical tablature, composers such as Murcia and Francesc Guerau
(1649-1722) also indicate the upper note by writing the fret number in smaller font
above or below the ornament. Interestingly, no lower-note indications are provided
for martellement or mordents in either French or Italian tablature styles.

Ex. 5.6.5. Bar 35 from Air - Allegro by François Le Cocq.123

Further evidence that Castillion’s table of symbols is incorrect is through
examination of a Menuet in D-major written by De Visée in Livre de pièces pour la
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guitarre (1686) (see Ex. 5.6.6). This same Menuet is also presented (unattributed to
De Visée) within a suite in D-major by Le Cocq in Castillion’s manuscript (see Ex.
5.6.7). Here, the ornament notation is different to De Visée’s; the “ , ” symbols are
replaced by “ x ”, and the written-out lower appoggiatura in the final bar is replaced
by “ , ”. If the meaning of the ornament symbols is swapped so that “ x ” and “ , ”
represent tremblement and martellement, respectively, the ornaments of Castillion’s
Menuet now match the ornaments in De Visée’s original publication of the piece.

Ex. 5.6.6. Menuet by Robert de Visée.124
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Ex. 5.6.7. Menuet by Robert de Visée, not attributed.125

Tremblement or trills typically require more time to execute than martellement
or mordents and are commonly written for notes of longer duration such as a dotted
crotchet or a minim. The use of cadential trills are extremely common in French
guitar music and often occur on a dotted-crotchet of a pre-tonic chord. Donington
states that the purpose of trills at cadential points is to provide “intensification of the
harmonic progression.”126 Martellement is typically placed in fast moving passages
and consequently should not interrupt the flow of the melodic line. Le Cocq often
indicates martellement on the tonic note of chord I at cadential points. This is often
pre-empted by a cadential trill on chord V (see Ex. 5.6.8).
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Ex. 5.6.8. Bars 15-16 from 1.er Passepied by François Le Cocq.127
Tremblement

Martellement

In comparison, both tremblement and martellement are used on the final
cadential chords in music by other French guitar composers. Here, tremblement are
usually placed on the third or fifth degree of the chord and not the tonic note.
Therefore, it seems appropriate that “ , ” would indicate a martellement in the music
of Le Cocq particularly when placed on the tonic note of chord I. While Le Cocq
notates martellement for tonic notes on phrase-ending chords and altogether
dismisses the tremblement at this point, composers such as Corbetta and Carré
alternate between the two ornaments more freely. De Visée does not often notate
ornamentation at phrase-ending chords but often slurs upward from leading-note to
the tonic note in an upper voice of chord I. Using the upward-slur in this manner
produces a similar effect to that of Le Cocq’s use of martellement, as both include a
lower note.
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Thus, the symbols used to indicate martellement and tremblement in
Castillion’s table of symbols do not match the expected ornaments for the music of
Le Cocq. By reversing the symbols from Castillion’s table so that “ , ” represents a
martellement and “ x ” represents a tremblement, the music of Le Cocq reflects the
practices of late seventeenth-century French-style guitar composition. The symbols
for the two ornaments are not consistent across all composers who use French guitar
tablature and it seems likely that Castillion copied from symbol tables by De Visée
and Derosier. By evaluating the written instructions regarding ornaments and the
ornament examples in Corbetta’s La guitarre royalle, it is clear to understand that
the treatment of each ornament is dependent on the duration of the written note and
the character of the piece. Consistently, across French guitar music from this period,
martellement incorporates the lower note, and tremblement requires the use of an
upper note which is often written in smaller font above or below the ornament
symbol. Each guitar composer of the French style has distinctive traits for applying
ornaments at cadential points.
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6 Performance Considerations for Selected Pieces by
François Le Cocq
This chapter serves as an evaluation of selected compositions by Le Cocq. Here,
compositional features are examined, and clarifications of errors and ambiguities in
the manuscript are presented. Using the evidence assessed in previous chapters
alongside my own practical application on the 5-course guitar, performance
practices are considered that are necessary for the effective interpretation of Le
Cocq’s music.

6.1 Pieces in A-minor
Air – Allegro128
The first Air in the manuscript is marked allegro and using Castillion’s
definition of the term is suited to “sometimes… a moderate tempo, although lively
and animated.”129 Section A contains two almost identical eight-bar phrases with
differences occurring in the cadence of each phrase. The first phrase ends in the
dominant key, while the second ends on the tonic A-minor. To maintain the lively
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tempo, the martellement on notes of crotchet value may be played as two-note
ornaments. In bar 8, a martellement is notated on the G-sharp of an E-major chord.
Harmonically, the ornament should not incorporate the lower note of G-natural,
which is the lowest note available on the third course. Therefore, the expected Fsharp is unable to be played for the martellement. A solution may be to perform a
tremblement using the upper A note. When strumming the F-major chord in bar 5,
care must be taken to dampen the open first course (E) with the first finger of the
left hand. Alternatively, the performer can attempt to avoid strumming the first
course altogether. In bar 30, a tremblement is indicated on a G (first course) which
is preceded by a downward-slur from the upper A (see Ex. 6.1.1). This type of
ornament is more common in the music of Francesco Corbetta and is occasionally
used by Le Cocq. The execution requires a downward-slur from A to G, followed
by an upward-slur to A and a downward-slur to end on G.

Ex. 6.1.1. Bar 30 from Air - Allegro by François Le Cocq.130
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In bar 37, the slur marking above the first chord indicates a two- or four-note
martellement on the first course, as prescribed in Corbetta’s ornament examples.
Specifically, a B is played with the strummed chord, and the written C must be
produced by an upward-slur using the fourth finger. An opportunity for dynamic
contrast appears with the repeated motif from bars 41-44. As per the examples in
other pieces by Le Cocq, and Castillion’s advice on echo, it is appropriate for bars
41-42 to be played forte, and bars 43-44 to be played piano.

Menuet131
Unlike Castillion’s description of harmonic expectations for this type of piece,
section A of this Menuet in A-minor ends on the tonic. This may suggest that the
piece is to be played in rondo form, however there is no indication that section A
should be repeated after section B. In bars 3 and 4, the step-wise quaver movement
invites the considered use of notes inégal. Care must be taken to accent the singular
notes which begin both the A and B sections because the lack of harmonic support
on the down-beats may cause the listener to perceive this beat as an up-beat. The
successive quavers in bar 18 might be played strictly equal because the notes form
an arpeggiated harmony rather than stepwise movement. In Ex. 6.1.2, repeating
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slurred pairs of 6ths appear, which is a typical compositional device used by Le
Cocq.

Ex. 6.1.2. Bars 22-23 from Menuet by François Le Cocq.132

Air – Allegro133
This piece is in common-time, demonstrating the variation of time-signatures
in this compositional form. Section A is eight bars in length, consisting of two
similar four-bar phrases. In bar 10, both the C and E on second and third courses are
indicated with simultaneous tremblement, which is a feature seldom used by other
French-style composers such as Corbetta and Campion.134 As previously discussed,
in late seventeenth-century French guitar music composers often indicate to sustain
notes or chords while playing successive notes with a slur-like marking. Even though
no such marking is provided in Le Cocq’s music, the performer might consider
whether sustaining notes is appropriate in bars 13-15 (see Ex. 6.1.3). Here, the
132
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strummed C-major chords can be sustained while melodic material is being
performed on the first and second courses.

Ex. 6.1.3. Bars 13-15 from Air - Allegro by François Le Cocq.135

Castillion’s first correction in the manuscript appears in bar 17 (see Ex. 6.1.4).
Here, the angled lines above the final four notes of the bar indicate that the notes
must be moved to the tablature line above. While Castillion’s markings are not
initially understandable for readers unfamiliar with tablature, the correction can be
deciphered by considering the harmony.

Ex. 6.1.4. Bar 17 from Air - Allegro by François Le Cocq.136
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Another correction occurs in bar 20 where the tabulated ‘d’ on the fifth course
is crossed out, and a faint ‘c’ is put in front of the original note (see Ex. 6.1.5).
Interestingly, bar 21 contains a descending campanella scale. Meaning ‘little bells’,
the practice of campanella leads to the sustaining of various notes of a scale passage
by spreading the notes across many strings. Campanella (made possible by the reentrant styles of tuning) is a compositional device commonly used by Italian and
Spanish composers, and not often used in French music of the period. However,
campanella is commonly used in Corbetta’s Guitarre Royalle. In bar 22, the
campanella in bar 21 (marked piano) is repeated, and this would seem an excellent
place by which to make a dynamic contrast by playing forte.

Ex. 6.1.5. Bars 20 and 21 from Air - Allegro by François Le Cocq.137
Bar 20

137
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Gavotte138
The two strummed chords of the anacrusis are consistent with the French
gavotte musical form of the era.139 The two minim beats in every alternate bar are
regularly established by downward strummed or plucked chords. In bar 3, it is
appropriate that the B (tabulated by ‘c’) on the fifth course be held for a minim to
sustain the harmony (see Ex. 6.1.6). Likewise, the G-sharp (tabulated by ‘b’) on the
third course can be held over beats three and four in the same bar.

Ex. 6.1.6. Bars 1-3 from Gavotte by François Le Cocq.140

Gigue141
This Gigue in six-eight time is typical of Le Cocq’s treatment of this musical
form. The consistent dotted-crotchet beats and straightforward left-hand fingering
allows for an energetic tempo, as per the expectations of the era.142 Throughout the
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piece an interesting feature occurs with step-wise dotted crotchet movement in the
bass line while a three-note quaver figure is repeated (see Ex. 6.1.7). The motif
occurs at three points: bars 13-15, 22-25, and 35-37. In the second dotted-crotchet
beat of bar 21, a downward-slur from G to F-sharp on the second course can be made
by sliding the fourth finger from fret eight to fret seven. This produces the same
effect as a regular downward-slur and is necessary in order to hold all the notes of
the chord for the duration of the dotted-crotchet beat.

Ex. 6.1.7. Bars 13-15 from Gigue by François Le Cocq.143

Passepied 1.er & 2. [ème]144
Le Cocq’s Passepieds are in three-eight time, and, as per Castillion’s
definition, suit a faster tempo than the menuet.145 These two Passepieds are subtitled
with different directions: the first is marked allegro and the second is marked piano.
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The first piece is brash and lively, and percussive strumming near the bridge of the
guitar might be used to aid the rustic character of the piece. In section A, each bar
begins as indicated with a downward-strum. In contrast, chords on the second and
third beats are notated with upward-strums, or downward-strums using the thumb,
both suited to the weaker beats of the bar. See the p marking under the downwardstrum in Ex. 6.1.8, indicating the thumb.

Ex. 6.1.8. Bars 9-10 from 1.er Passepied by François Le Cocq.146

The second Passepied contrasts with the first being marked piano, and suits
both a softer character and a slower tempo. The gentle temperament is further
established by the downward-thumb strum on the down-beat of bar 9. Although lefthand fingerings are more common in Spanish and Italian music than in French
music, it appears that this piece contains a rare example of left-hand fingering
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instructions in bar 18 (see Ex. 6.1.9). Here, “1” and “2” are written beside each pair
of quavers, implying that the first and second fingers maintain their shape on the
strings while moving up and down on the fretboard. In bars 21 and 22 it is
appropriate for the strummed chords to be sustained for the duration of the bar while
completing the slurred melodic passages (see Ex. 6.1.9).

Ex. 6.1.9. Bars 18 and 21 from 2. [ème] Passepied by François Le Cocq.147
Bar 18

Bar 21

Air – Andante148
This Air is mentioned by Castillion in reference to the harpegé (arpeggiation)
practice. Castillion affirms that the consecutive three-note chords in bars 23-26
should be arpeggiated.149 Practically, each chord must be arpeggiated from the
lowest to the highest course in a triplet rhythm (see transcription in Ex. 6.1.10). This
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practice creates a texture which aids the illusion of instrumental resonance. At this
point, there are no dots written below or above the fifth course which Castillion
states are usually used to indicate harpegé. Castillion advises that Le Cocq does not
always include the indicative dots in his compositions so that he can retain the
technique as a unique idiom in his own performances.150 This fact demonstrates the
practice of improvisation in performance, and it suggests that Le Cocq was cautious
in safeguarding his own performance style.

Ex. 6.1.10. Bar 23 from Air – Andante by François Le Cocq.151

Transcription with application of harpegé.
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In a selection of other bars, a dot is marked under strummed chords (see Ex.
6.1.11). As Castillion explains, the appropriate practice here is to strum the chord
and then arpeggiate the notes throughout the duration of the written chord.152 The
duration of the chord and arpeggiated notes, and the notes to include can be reflect
the character of the piece. The transcription in Ex. 6.1.11 demonstrates a possible
application of a harpegé pattern for written chords which has proven suitable in my
own performance of the piece.

Ex. 6.1.11. Bar 17 from Air - Andante by François Le Cocq.153

Transcription including possible harpegé.
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Passacaille154
This piece in trinaire time shares compositional features with the passacailles
of Corbetta and De Visée. Le Cocq establishes the harmonic progression with a
strummed section of four bars (see Ex. 6.1.12). The opening is typical of late
seventeenth-century guitar passacailles in which the second crotchet beat in each
bar is accented due to the harmonic change. Following this there are thirteen
sections, based on the harmony of the opening progression. The variations embody
changing phrase lengths and textures, culminating with a repeat of the opening
section. The expectations of the era would suggest that the notes are sustained when
playing the arpeggiated chords in sections five, nine, and ten in which four
consecutive semiquavers create one harmony. Interestingly, the triplets (indicated
by a small “ 3 ” marking) in section twelve are written as three semiquavers over a
crotchet beat, and appears to be a mistake by the composer or copyist (see Ex.
6.1.13). This is unlike modern notation of triplets which appears as three quavers per
crotchet beat. The thirteenth section contains strummed chords followed by
downward melodic slurs. Here, Le Cocq seems to exaggerate a similar effect which
is found in the opening section of De Visée’s D-minor Passacaille of 1686.
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Ex. 6.1.12. Bars 1-4 from Passacaille by François Le Cocq.155

Ex. 6.1.13. Bars 60-61 from Passacaille by François Le Cocq.156

6.2 Chacone
The opening sections of Le Cocq’s Chacone157 in C-major have similarities to
Carré’s C-major Chacone published in Livre de guitarre (1671). In each, plucked
melodic notes weave between strummed chords in a resonant display of mixed-style
guitar composition. A resonant effect is also created in the chacones by Carré and
Corbetta (both published in 1671) where melodic lines in the lower courses are
supported by repetitive arpeggio patterns in the upper courses. Section seven in Le
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Cocq’s Chacone contains repeated three-note chords which lend themselves suitably
to a harpegé pattern (see Ex. 6.2.1). The sixth section of Le Cocq’s Chacone is
borrowed from Corbetta’s Chacone from Varii scherzi di sonate (1648). As
mentioned, Castillion attributes the introduction of the fashionable guitar style in the
Low Countries during the mid-seventeenth century to Corbetta’s 1648 book.158
Thus, it can be assumed that Le Cocq would have been familiar with Corbetta’s
publication and the reference was no coincidence. The eleventh and twelfth sections
from Le Cocq’s Chacone indicate the use of the repicco strumming ornament. As
previously mentioned, we are not provided with right-hand fingering for the pattern
in Castillion’s manuscript. However, the standard repicco fingering provided by
Corbetta in La guitarre royalle (1671) is applicable here.

Ex. 6.2.1. Bars 25-27 from Chacone by François Le Cocq.159
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Transcription including possible harpegé.

6.3 Folies d’Espagne
Le Cocq’s Folies d’Espagne160 contain twenty-two couplets which are
variations on the folia harmonic progression typical of the late seventeenth
century.161 The couplets embody varying moods and employ many different
compositional techniques idiomatic to the guitar. Significantly, the work contains
many ambiguities and errors, in part due to Castillion shorthand writing.
In couplet 2, the notes of the first two bars alternate between dotted-quavers and
semiquavers in a pseudo written-out inequality (see Ex. 6.3.1). From bar 3 onwards,
only one quaver is marked above the first note of each bar. From my experiences
performing this music, it seems appropriate to apply the rhythms written in the first
two bars to the remaining bars in the piece because the musical material is consistent
in style. This is the first example of the Castillion’s shorthand writing, although this
is not signified in the tablature.
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Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 74-81.
James Tyler, Guide to Playing the Baroque Guitar (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2011), 80. http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/usyd/detail.action?docID=670261.
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Ex. 6.3.1. Bars 1-4, Couplet 2 from Folies d’Espagne by François Le Cocq.162

Couplet 8 is marked adagio and is the only tempo indication presented in the entire
work. This may suggest that different tempos can be applied to the various
couplets. As shown in Ex. 6.3.2, couplet 11 alternates between bars of plucked and
slurred notes and bars of repicco strumming. After the written-out repicco in bar 2,
the remaining strummed bars only contain one strummed dotted-minim chord.
Here, it is apparent that Castillion has used a shorthand or an aide-mémoire, and
intended the strumming pattern in bar 2 to be applied to the remaining notated
single-strummed chords. However, it appears that Castillion made a mistake in the
shorthand when he writes two consecutive strummed bars at certain points. The
doubling of strummed bars disrupts the harmonic rhythm, which is otherwise
consistent across all other couplets. My solution is simply to remove the repeated
strummed bars (circled in Ex. 6.3.2) in order to maintain the typical folia harmonic
progression.

162

Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 74.
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Ex. 6.3.2. Bars 1-16, Couplet 11 from Folies d’Espagne by François Le Cocq.163

In couplets 14 and 15, dots are written above strummed chords indicating the
use of the harpegé practice as per Castillion’s instructions. Interestingly, in Guide to
Playing the Baroque Guitar (2011), James Tyler suggests that the dots indicate
staccato strumming.164 However, the staccato symbol is not used in guitar tablature
of the era, nor is there any evidence of the practice of staccato strumming. Again,
the dots appear in the first six bars only (see Ex. 6.3.3), but it seems likely that the
dots were intended to be applied until the penultimate bar of each of these couplets.
The manner of strumming and arpeggiating the chords is open to interpretation,
however, I have included an example of a possible application in Ex. 6.3.3 which
suits the character of the piece.

163
164

Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 78.
Tyler, Guide to Playing, 80.
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Ex. 6.3.3. Bars 1-9, Couplet 14 from Folies d’Espagne by François Le Cocq.165

Transcription including possible harpegé, Bars 1-2.

In couplets 18 and 19, another shorthand is used. In the first two bars of
couplet 18, a strummed chord that is the duration of the bar is written (dottedminim). However, an arpeggio figure that is also the duration of the bar follows the
chord within the same bar (evident in Ex. 6.3.4). Because the chord matches the
notes that are played in the arpeggio, I suggest that only the arpeggio pattern should
be performed, and that it must be applied appropriately to the subsequent (strummed)
chords written in both couplets 18 and 19. This is demonstrated in the transcription
of Ex. 6.3.4. However, Tyler’s suggests that the couplets should be performed in
duple-time and include the strummed chord (played as a crotchet) at the beginning
of each bar before playing the arpeggio figure. Tyler also asserts that triple-time is
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Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 79.
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restored in the final two bars of each couplet.166 However, I offer an interpretation
which maintains the triple-time established in all other couplets.

Ex. 6.3.4. Bars 1-12, Couplet 18 from Folies d’Espagne by François Le Cocq.167

Transcription, Bars 1-4.

My clarification regarding the shorthand writing also solves the ambiguities
in couplet 16. Here, both a chord and an arpeggio pattern are written in every bar
throughout (see Ex. 6.3.5). This is inaccurate because the rhythms written equate to
doubling the duration of the bar. Again, I suggest that the strummed chords at the
beginning of each bar are not to be played, but only the arpeggio patterns are to be
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167

Tyler, Guide to Playing, 81.
Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 80.
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performed. Couplet 22 (Ex. 6.3.6) follows a similar shorthand model to couplet 18
and 19 in that the repicco strumming pattern in the first three bars should be applied
to the single chords written in the remaining bars, before the penultimate bar.

Ex. 6.3.5. Bars 1-3, Couplet 16 from Folies d’Espagne by François Le Cocq.168

Transcription

168

Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 79.
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Ex. 6.3.6. Couplet 22 from Folies d’Espagne by François Le Cocq.169

7 Conclusion
In the extant music for the 5-course guitar, François Le Cocq’s output
represents a significant collection of compositions. Embodying features typical of
late seventeenth-century French-style guitar composition, the study of Le Cocq’s
works builds an understanding of the expectations, complexities, and possibilities
when performing on the 5-course guitar. Jean Baptiste Ludovico de Castillion’s
Recueil des pièces de guitarre composées par Mr. François Le Cocq of 1730 is an
invaluable resource, but also raises questions about musical and performance
practices.
Le Cocq’s use of short phrases, simple yet refined melodies, and
uncomplicated harmonies all demonstrate typical traits of late seventeenth-century
169

Castillion, Recueil des pièces, 81.
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French guitar style. Le Cocq utilizes fully the extent of mixed-style composition in
his treatment of instrumental French dance forms. Here, forceful downwards strums
using the fingers are used to emphasize important beats. Whereas, upward strums
with the fingers or downward strums using the thumb are indicated for less important
beats. Le Cocq’s ingenuity as a performer and composer is evident in his use of lefthand slurs which often prevent potential clumsiness when alternating between
strummed and plucked playing. Alongside the few examples of right-hand fingering
in Castillion’s manuscript, and written evidence in published guitar books, it is
evident that Le Cocq’s music requires the use of the thumb, index, and middle
fingers, almost exclusively for plucking.
Castillion’s description of the harpegé practice is an important piece of
evidence informing us of the French-style guitar practice. The notated and unnotated arpeggiation of chords validates improvisatory practices in performance of
written 5-course guitar music. Unique to the performance of Le Cocq’s music is the
use of harpegé for strummed chords. Here, the style of application of arpeggiation
proceeding a strummed chord is open to interpretation, however, as with all
ornaments it must reflect the character of the piece of music. Le Cocq’s notation of
the repicco strumming technique is one of few examples from the late seventeenthcentury. Francisco Corbetta’s instructions for appropriate repicco fingerings from
La guitarre royalle (1671) can be applied to Le Cocq’s music. As discussed in this
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thesis, it is interesting that an early seventeenth-century Italian guitar practice was
used in France during the latter part of the century.
Investigation into ornament practices on the guitar establishes that Castillion’s
symbols for tremblement and martellement are incorrect in relation to the music
presented in his manuscript. Alongside the consideration of the expected placement
of such ornaments, the example of Robert de Visée’s Menuet in Castillion’s
manuscript clearly demonstrates the copyists’ error. It has been shown that the
meanings that Castillion attaches to “ x ” and “ , ” should be reversed.
The most significant errors and ambiguities in Le Cocq’s music are present in
Folies d’Espagne as a result of Castillion’s questionable shorthand writing system.
Therefore, I have offered clarifications to the ambiguous representation of repeated
arpeggio figures in selected couplets.
In all, the effective interpretation of François Le Cocq’s music for the 5-course
guitar requires an understanding of performance practices of seventeenth-century
French-style guitarists, alongside an appraisal of the errors presented in Castillion’s
manuscript. The evidence and proposed clarifications in this thesis shed light on the
compositional style and on the performance practices that are likely to be appropriate
in the interpretation of François Le Cocq’s music.
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